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mighty and horrid efforts of such powerful enemies, without any
aid from others. And if the poor people of these parts, abandoned
by all the world, still resolve to hold out as they have done till
now, and as I trust they will continue to do, and if it do not please
God to chastise us and utterly destroy us, it will still cost the
Spaniards the half of Spain, in wealth as well as in men, before
they will have made an end of us." Stirring and prophetic words !
All this time the Prince was dogged by assassins.
He had for years been on his guard, and had escaped
many attempts. The correspondence of Philip and his
officers contains continual references to schemes for this
end. Philip on the margin of reports wrote—" They
show little pluck not to kill him ; that is the only
remedy." Cardinal G-ranvelle urged the King to have
William and Louis both put out of the way " like Turks."
Spanish, Italian, German, French, and English assassins
were put upon the work; but either their heart failed
them or the Prince caught them. The French as well
as the Spanish envoys are constantly reporting the same
conspiracies. Philip's agents write—" The King approves
of the plan and would be rejoiced to have the world rid
of both brothers."
When Eequesens succeeded Alva, he was expressly
ordered " to despatch (despachar) William and Louis of
Nassau. He was to find determined men and offer them
an adequate reward. But the King was not to be
known as the authority for it." Eequesens obeyed, and
made large offers, but after many months he writes back
to Madrid that he has little hope of success, unless God
help Mm to do it. (De hacer malar al principe d'Oranges,
si Dios no lo hace, no tengo esperanza.) Not only,
says he in despair, does God show no favour to our
assassins, who are mere rogues and swindlers (chocar-

